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0 of 0 review helpful I m glad I read it By Timothy J There were some gold nuggets in here I m glad I read it However 
I have to take one start away because some chapters didn t to seem to make a strong argument I really liked the piece 
about how we are not our thoughts emotions or perceptions we are something else we come born with this something 
else that we are I guess the best way to describe would be Philosophy means love of knowledge in Greek 
Unfortunately as much as we all love knowledge we don rsquo t all have the time to spend acquiring it This fabulous 
little book provides the perfect antidote Split into 60 one minute chapters Andrew Pessin offers you a snippet of 
philosophical wisdom everyday giving you something to think about on your coffee break From time travel and 
morality to happiness and freedom Pessin is bound to entertain you with hi A pot pourri of philosophical ideas Written 
with a deft hand and a light touch Martin Cohen author of 101 Philosophy Problems How many of the classic 
problems of philosophy can you solve on the commuting train More than you might think if 
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